
TABC INSPECTION REPORT QUESTIONS

Yes No

1
Does the establishment derive at least twenty percent (20%) of its sales taxable 
sales from the retail sale of food and food ingredients for human consumption, 
not to include prepared foods?

2 Is there any indication of sales to minors, visibly intoxicated persons or any 
person with first checking identification?

3 Are there any wines with an alcohol content greater than eighteen percent 
(18%) by volume being sold?

4 Is there any indication fo the sale or offering of liquor, spirits, or high gravity 
beer?

5 Is there any indication that two (2) or more items, one of which is wine, are being 
sold or advertised at a combined price?

6 Is there any indication that tastings are being conducted in the retail food store?

7 Is “License” prominently displayed?

8 Is “Pregnancy” sign prominently displayed?

9 Are purchases made exclusively by designated managers?

10 Is the Responsible Beer or Wine Vendor certification current?

11 All managers have permits and up do date? # of managers?



HOUSEKEEPING prior to your TABC audit!!!

For your 
Employees

Have an updated and printed employee list or roster 
(with certification dates if possible).

Have all certificates updated and printed in the order 
of your employee list or roster.

This course is required 
every year

Have hire dates readily available for new employees if 
they are not Responsible Wine Certified.

For 
Designated 
Managers

Each Designated Managers must have a copy of the 
TABC 5-Year Manager Permit Retail Food either on 
their person or on the premises.

If you do not have a copy 
you need to contact either 
the TABC or your corporate 
office to get a copy.

Each Designated Managers must have a copy of their 
current Designated Manager and Responsible Wine 
Vendor course certification.

To keep your manager 
permit current you must 
take these courses every 
year.

Organization Have a notebook that contains all employee and 
manager information.

Update the notebook weekly.


